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ABSTRACT

THE KLIP SWAP PROJECT is a project that issues ethorium-based coins and utilizing the 

klaytn ecosystem transaction of magazine online content including digital assets and non-

fungible tokens (NFT). KLIP provides new types of digital content transactions and services 

based on payment, settlement, and O2O. The Digital Market KLIP Management Platform 

allows the creation, purchase, sale, exchange or modification of specific digital assets. For 

example, content providers who want to create limited edition digital products of K-

CONTENT (e.g. merchants, painters, musicians, creators, filmmakers) can sell them to the 

general public at a single price (limit price), and we aim to build a network that allows 

them to own and control their own creations as much as possible through bidding and 

quotation sales.

KLIP promotes P2P transactions as a service management platform rather than 

intermediaries, financial institutions, or creditors. NFT stands for a unique, non-

interchangeable token as a unit of data stored on a blockchain. NFT can be used to 

represent pictures, videos, audio, and other types of digital files. Copies are not acceptable.  

Copies of these digital items can be obtained by anyone, but NFT can be tracked from the 

blockchain to prove copyright and ownership to the owner.

In 2021, NFT platforms are emerging one after another. The Ethereum platform virtual 

currency established its own standard development environment, creating a structure in 

which each digital asset could have independent value. However, the gas fee of Ethereum 

continued to rise due to network overload, causing the issue of fee. To address this 

problem, KLIP NFT established a system to enable services in a fast and inexpensive fee 

network environment by issuing Klaytn-based coins.
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PART 1. BUSINESS INFO

1-1. Business Overview

THE KLIP PROJECT has an offline franchise system already developed and operated by the 

foundation along with a financial system that connects related third-party affiliates with 

franchises based on the KLIP settlement system. By upgrading this, we are building a KLIP 

NFT BUSINESS MODEL that can perform various activities such as content-related digital 

licensing, patent sales, and staking deposit service. 

K-FOOD K-ARTK-POP

K-CONTENTS

Anyone who participates in KLIP PLATFORM can share their digital, offline content business, 

market information, and link it to the KLIP settlement system.  In addition, NFT services 

provide KLIPCOIN as a reward after a fair evaluation, and support the actual 

commercialization of the technology.

KLIP staking ecosystem’s participants can generate profits with the deposit system operated 

by KLIP FOUNDATION if they hold KLIP COIN. They can also realize the profit by swapping 

the KLIP COIN received as a cash reward for transactions through KLIP WALLET. THE KLIP 

PROJECT will use the deposited funds to protect investors, create KLIP COIN ecosystem, and 

expand KLIP economy.

NFT

NFT(BLOCKCHAIN) + KLIP PAYMENT 
SYSTEM

KLIP PAYMENT SYSTEM

KLIP PROJECT
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PART 1. BUSINESS INFO

1-2.  BUSINESS STRUCTURE

① KLIP NFT BM

Provides an advanced payment settlement management system that prevents theft, forgery, 

alteration of information right holders (registrants) to protect them. Establishes digital 

license authentication system through NFT information registered in KLIP PLATFORM. 

Securely protects a large amount of content information with KLIP NFT technology. 

Commercializes O2O through cooperation between PLATFORM participants and KLIP TEAM

② KLIP STAKING BM

Rewards are provided for sharing special information related to rechargeable batteries 

through platforms such as research, ideas, technology, papers, and market information. 

Compensate in KLIP for participants through self-evaluation of profits generated by 

business operation through deposited funds on a fair basis. Received COIN can be 

swapped in cash through transactions

③ NEW K-CONTENS BM

K-CONTENT business model that connects blockchain-based businesses with new online 

and offline businesses. Content patent purchase, R&D investment, corporate investment 

connectivity

Business expansion through licensing, patent sales, manufacturing/production/sales, etc.

④ GLOBAL MARKET BM

Primarily target locals – Establishes a Korean system and proceed to Southeast Asia and 

overseas business in the future. Leads Korea's advanced technology development through 

the KLIP PLATFORM Ecosystem.
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2-1. Market Issues

Many cryptocurrencies have been developed, breaking away from the centralized structure of 

traditional operating systems, fee issues, deviating from global financial structure. However, 

to use it as a substitute for the existing currency, there are still problems in practical policies, 

technologies, and effects.

① Security issues

On the 18th (local time), DeFi services Uniswap and dForce were hacked and their funds were 

stolen one after another. According to FactShield, a cryptocurrency security company, 

Uniswap was robbed of around $230,000 and Depos of $25 million. The cryptocurrency, used 

for both hacking, was Ethereum-based token imBTC. imBTC is an Ethereum-based token that 

tracks the price of Bitcoin (BTC), issued as ERC-777, the token issuance standard of Ethereum. 

The ERC-777 itself was flawless, but there was a security vulnerability in the process of 

compatibility between the ERC-777 smart control and the DeFi service smart control. Hackers 

used this security vulnerability to launch attacks.

② Coin connectivity, liquidity issues

After DeFi services have been rapidly activated to pump the coin price, “dumping” of coins is 

taking place in various places. The majority of coins with suspicious names were created for 

the purpose of quickly raising the profit. For example, the HOTDOG token was created on 

September 2nd at Uniswap. Within hours of creation, the price skyrocketed to $6,000. As 

early buyers began selling tokens, prices began to plummet endlessly, and five minutes later, 

the price of HOTDOG tokens plunged to less than a dollar. Also, interaction between coins 

was impossible due to different blockchain networks. There is an effort to build integrated 

services through Sidechains and services that want to support them in the form of an 

alliance, but it is still not possible to use them as smoothly as the existing fiat currency 

system. Services that can flexibly connect coins with the interaction of these networks are 

currently unavailable.

PART 2. PROBLEM & SOLUTION
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③ Complex address system

The cryptocurrency' address system is not as simple as that of traditional bank accounts. 

Through encryption algorithms, numerous numbers and the format of accounts in English 

make the users feel aversion. If the address is entered incorrectly, the damage is directly 

reflected to the users. Also, it is inconvenient to check if the address is entered correctly. In 

the case of Ethereum, simple account management is possible because there is a unique 

naming service in one's wallet, but most coins or tokens do not have this design.

2-2. KLIP PLATFORM’s Solutions

① Profit Model Solution

K-CONTENT has already shown its competitive edge and vision in the global market, and 

users communicate, empathize, and consume content in various ways. The KLIP PLATFORM 

builds on this K-CONTENT global infrastructure to connect to global markets beyond offline 

limits, reducing time and saving money. We create new value by connecting everything in 

digital assets with the platform. The asset value of K-CONTENT has already been proven. By 

proving and guaranteeing the value of content, the KLIP PLATFORM guarantees providers 

efficient settlement and various sales routes. Buyers and sellers can do trade with confidence, 

and reward for content providers will be paid through KLIP.

② Fund Operation Model Solution

The traditional way of operating financial deposits left the customers with a clue regarding 

how and where they money are invested and managed. KLIP can transparently disclose the 

flow of deposited funds through KLIP COIN and blockchain, providing participants with profit 

status and information integrity. The KLIP PLATFORM Asset Management DAPP services are 

designed for access by anyone with the Internet and smartphones, and assets can be 

operated at a fraction of the cost. We operate these funds to create a profit structure that is 

maximized. In the current system, international remittances incur an average remittance fee 

of 7%, but by minimizing the KLIP remittance service fee, a national financial network is 

formed, providing expandability of international remittance, and an asset management 

operation service is implanted, which can be easily accessed by anyone at home and abroad.

PART 2. PROBLEM & SOLUTION
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PART 3. MARKET INFO

3-1. Status of K-content Market

The Korean cultural contents industry is the 7th largest in the world and already has a 

global competitive edge. Especially, games, music, movies, and broadcasting markets are 

ranked in the top 10 in the world. The U.S. cultural contents market is the world’s largest at 

$880 billion in 2019, followed by China and Japan at $370 billion and $190 billion, 

respectively. The Korean cultural contents industry is estimated to be the seventh largest 

and is expected to grow to $80 billion by 2023. In 2018, the domestic game industry 

ranked fourth in the world and is expected to grow 7.4% annually between 2018 and 2022.

Source: PwC (2019), Korea Creative Content Agency Source: PwC (2018), Korea Creative Content Agency

Source: Korea Foundation (based on online membership) Source: Gaon Chart IFPI

Contents market size and forecast by 
country

Global market size and ranking by content sector

Annual Hallyu community trends by 
region

K-Pop Physical Album Sales 
Trend
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PART 3. MARKET INFO

3-2.  Cryptocurrency

There is growing interest in NFT, which have grown more than eight times in the past two 

years, and NFT, which has become a hot topic with the Metabus concept, is drawing 

attention in that it has individual values unlike other cryptocurrencies. In particular, the NFT 

market, which was only $40 million in 2018, grew 8.5 times in two years to $340 million last 

year.

The NFT has drawn more attention recently, with a series of high-profile figures mentioned 

about it. In March, ownership of the first tweet, “I just set up my Twitter account,” by 

Twitter co-founder Jack Patrcik Dorsey was sold for about $3.3 billion.

The digital file containing Go-competition, where Go-player Lee, Sedol ninth grader beat AI 

AlphaGo, was made into NFT for KRW250 million, Tesla CEO Elon Musk said he would sell 

two minutes of voice posts to NFT and global auction company Christie and Sotheby 

declared to enter the NFT market.

In addition, NFT can be bought and sold at NFT Exchanges such as Opensea and Rarible.

It was reported that about 20 million NFT are traded in Opensea.

Source: Non-fungible.com, Meritz Securities Research Center
Source: Non-fungible.com, SK Securities
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PART 3. MARKET INFO

3-3. Market Trend

A.C.E., a Korean boy group, introduced goods through the blockchain platform WAX in

April.

It is the first K-Pop artist to incorporate NFT, which has a similar effect to owning limited

edition goods because it is impossible to reproduce photos of A.C.E. members and music

videos. In particular, many domestic and foreign fans responded to the fact that they could

have their own special goods, and K-Pop and NFT technologies are rapidly combining. This

is because the strong fandom of K-Pop and the uniqueness of NFT can meet and create

synergy. Fans who value their close relationship with artists can keep their own albums,

photos, etc. Artists have the advantage of being able to “prevent indiscriminate duplication

of their content and sell their creations or goods directly to fans without going through a

middleman.”

It is reported that an NFT platform specializing in K-culture, including K-Pop, has also been

established and content providers such as influencers, painters, and photographers sell K-

culture content of famous K-Pop artists and sports stars’ cherished items, in the form of

NFT. The company will curate albums and goods and sell them to fans through an auction.

In particular, JYP Entertainment (JYP Ent. (035900)) announced that it will enter the K-Pop-

based NFT platform business in partnership with Dunamu, and announced that it had

signed a strategic business alliance with Dunamu that operates Upbit, a Digital Asset

Exchange, for NFT-linked digital goods production and distribution centering on K-Pop and

Platform business tp develop, provide, and operate XWVS and a series of additional

services on the 30th of last month.

Dunamu invests by acquiring JYP Entertainment's primary shares, and invests in establishing

a new corporation for joint business with JYP Entertainment. In addition, JYP Entertainment

will provide IP (intellectual property) and contents necessary for joint business as a

strategic investor in the new company. Combined with blockchain-based technology and

global networks, it is expected to create new added value and synergy in the NFT platform

business.”
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4-1. KLIP SERVICE INFO

PART 4. KLIP SERVICE

① NFT Coin Service

In line with the recent period when the influence of digital media has increased due to the 

expansion of untact consumption culture and K-Wave fever led by BTS, the fandom K-POP 

idol contents with global popularity and strength are mainly composed of NFT products, 

and all transactions history and ownership changes are recorded and managed in the 

generated NFT tokens.

The generated NFT can be purchased and sold by transactions through KLIP Token 

developed based on Klaytn through KLIP PLATFORM, and the seller will be paid for the sale 

in KLIP Token.

③ Staking Balance Management Service

This is a decentralized asset financial service for cryptocurrency assets with distinct 

characteristics such as gold, bonds, and cash. The KLIP STAING service is in charge of the 

structure of redistribution to a portfolio with a designed safety margin. Users can easily 

build a strong portfolio of assets over time.

④ Financial Service (later)

It is a service that is easily operated to secure the necessary funds for lending by 

establishing a quick and easy rental and deposit service. It increases liquidity by increased 

deposits and inflow of external assets via lending account deposits, and is a core asset 

financial service of ECOSYSTEM for stable fund management through integrated control. We 

plan to create additional profit according to investors' profit distribution and provide 

advantages such as various investment opportunities according by establishing collateral 

security rights.
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4-2. KLIP SERVICE DIRCTION

PART 4. KLIP SERVICE

Application of blockchain decentralized technology

Digital copyright authentication technology 
applied

NFT STAKING SERVICE

Blockchain information security service
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4-3. KLIP Service Flow

THE KLIP PROJECT can prove the creator's right to K-contents (K-Pop, K-Goods, K-Artworks, 

etc.), which are gaining popularity worldwide, through blockchain technology and generate 

them with NFT tokens. In line with the recently increase influence of digital media due to 

the expansion of untact consumption culture and K-Wave led by BTS with global fandom 

and popularity, we will organize and sell NFT products focusing on K-Pop idol contents, 

and record and manage all transaction history and ownership changes in the generated 

NFT tokens. The generated NFT can be purchased and sold by transactions through KLIP 

Token developed based on Klaytn through KLIP PLATFORM, and the seller will be paid for 

the sale in KLIP Token.

PART 4. KLIP SERVICE

NFT registration
of creations

KLIP 
Token Settlement

NFT Transaction
KLIP 

Token Settlement

USER_A USER_B

P2P Transaction

NFT Transaction

KLIP Token Payment

Company Creator

K-contents

KLIP PLATFORM NFT Market
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4-4. KLIP Dapp Wallet

The KLIP PLATFORM was developed as a responsive web supporting both PC and mobile 

versions. hen creating the KLIP WALLET, charging KLIP Token, and issuing NFT, it is 

recommended to use PCs, and when searching NFT products or editing registered works, it 

is recommended to use mobile devices.

When using the KLIP PLATFORM for the first time, users have to pay a gas fee only once. 

Essentially, this contract, which creates a personal transaction smart contract for KLIP 

WALLET, can charge KLIPCOIN as a payment method and proceed with the payment. 

Thereafter, there is no separate fee for product registration, and when the product is sold, a 

certain amount of fee is deducted and the product sales price is settled in KLIP COIN. 

However, in the case of NFT buyers, the price of the NFT work shown on the screen already 

includes the fee, so you can own the NFT for life if you pay only at the price shown.

PART 4. KLIP SERVICE

[PC NFT list screen] [Mobile - NFT Ranking screen]

* The above image is a concept and is subject to change in the future.
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5-1. KLIP BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

PART 5. TECH

KLIP BLOCKCHAIN

The KLIP BLOCKCHAIN consists of Offchain data that operates public data and Klaytn-based 

Sidechain that operates Onchain data. If one transactions processing requires different 

sidechains, it is processed through the Mainchain, and if it does not affect other chains, the 

Sidechain processes it quickly. Klaytn, based on KLIP BLOCKCHAIN, is responsible for overall 

operations on a single main network, providing service chains with a connectable API 

interface.

Based on this, it supports to configure SCN (Service Chain Network) for each independent 

service. his configuration allows for simultaneous operation of the Mainchain and Service-

chain, eliminating sharing of sensitive information as much as possible, and providing a 

diverse service expansion and connectable structure by organizing networks for public 

shares.

Reference : Klaytn Position Paper – Hybrid Blockchain
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5-2. KLIP SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

PART 5. TECH

KLIP System Structure

1) Core Cell Network

The Core Cell Network (CCN) consists of a CORE CELL that identifies and executes 

transactions originated through the KLIP BAPP endpoint node. The CCN is responsible for 

generating and propagating blocks throughout the network via the KLIP API. The KLIP 

service chain links the network topology to meet the various internal business logic 

requirements connected with the Klaytn Mainchain.

2) KLIP Proxy

It consists of the KLIP BLOCKCHAIN App and Offchain proxy that communicates with Klaytn 

blockchain. The Klaytn Enterprise Proxy (EP) eliminates negative impacts on the most 

important decentralization of the blockchain and leverages tools including separate Oracle 

through seamless integration of key legacy assets and tools.

3) Proxy Scenario 

Event subscribers are automatically created when KLIP deploys a smart contract via an event 

handler (WIP). 

Manages transactions and accounts with KLIP transactions restrictions, temporary increases, 

and account authentication through the transaction administrator. 

Builds multi-client used for BAPP via chain router

Sub-bridge (SCN)

Main-bridge (EN)
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5-3. KLIP COIN ECONOMY

PART 5. TECH

K-POP K-FOOD Artworks

2fef33f3 fdfd23f23f 0xeef23sdf

Cryptographic hash 
(generating unique values)

Cryptographic hash 
(generating unique values)

Cryptographic hash 
(generating unique values)

2fef33f3
Fdfd23f23f
0xeef23sdf

+ Cryptographic hashing 
module (generating 

unique values)

Blockchain registration
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5-4. WHY , BLOCKCHAIN

PART 5. TECH

1) Decentralization
In a distributed network (P2P) environment without a separate third party acting as a financial intermediary 
with service operation cost reduction and independent system distribution through transactions structure 
(operating a distributed distribution system and reducing necessary costs such as maintenance)
2) Scalability
Since the source/function for a specific event is open, anyone who participates in the KLIP service network can 
check it, and it is possible to periodically update and upgrade the source
3) Transparency
All transactions records of KLIP services are publicly accessible, enabling training of transactions and reducing 
regulatory costs.
4) Security
Th transaction history ledger is jointly owned by all network participants to prevent transactions data 
manipulation and ensure integrity.
5) Stability
No single point of failure exists due to distributed network structure.
It is possible to prepare for the occurrence of errors or performance degradation in some participating 
systems.

Currency Program Financial contract
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5-5. SMART CONTRACT

KLIP integrates the stacking protocol and eliminates the complexity of distribution systems

via smart contracts. The goal is to improve the convenience of customers and asset

management. This structure provides the following advantages in developing a staking

structure: By removing the barriers to key technology, security, and upgradeability related

to KLIP staking construction, it allows mainstream developers to build KLIP API to fit their

system structure most conveniently. From now on, the KLIP stacking protocol allows users

to set up specific permissions for specific user cases.

① All staking access, such as combining protocol use cases without smart contract

deployment, can be accessed immediately using JavaScript

② Easily develop important functions such as NETWORK RECOVERY and CUSTOM

PERMISSION

③ Integrate the liquidity between SMART ACCOUNT, PROTOCOL POLICY, and NOTICE and

utilize it in the cloud environment

④ Help users delegate their staking activities, receive fees, or build new profit streams and

networks through automation

⑤ The new non-distributed SMART CONTRACT removed and simplified the risk of attack.

Consumer

• COIN consumption for 
subscription payment
• IP copyright supply and 
demand
• Use of secondary creations

Fund Management

Staking area

Payment area
Digital License Area

KLIP COIN

KLIP NFT 

PART 5. TECH

• Asset Management

• Revenue share

• Reward allocation
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FINTECH KLIP PLATFORM Exchange

KLIP Invstor

LISTINGCASH DEPOSIT

① OTHER CRYPTO 
CURRENCY

② KLIP COIN

KLIP STAKING

STAKING 
Allocation

ON-OFF CHAIN ONLINE 
SERVICE

KLIP NFT

KLIP PAYMENT BACKEND

③ COIN Investment④ COIN User

⑤ KLIP COIN
차익 Transaction

⑥ KLIP COIN
Profit Dividend

THE KLIP PROJECT aims to create a complete ecosystem that can provide utility to the asset 

deposit market.  As the ecosystem of participants and investors grows, the liquidity of KLIP 

POOL will become richer and thus the funding capacity will increase, which is the first step 

in providing a service that allows users to more easily determine the asset management 

service. The first step is to provide a service that allows users' asset management services 

for more easy judgment by providing matching/clearing engine data of SCIENCE MACHINE 

LEARNING.

⑦
Settlement

5-6. KLIP COIN FLOW

PART 5. TECH
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6-1. KLIP COIN MATRIX

PART 6. KLIP COIN

Role of COIN Klaytn NFT

COIN supply 2,000,000,000

Distributed in the crowvdsale TBD

Symbol/Ticker KLIP

Decimals 18

Initial value

Blockchain Klaytn
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7-1. ROADMAP

PART 7. KLIPROADMAP

4Q

3Q

2Q

4Q 2Q

1Q3Q

2Q

1Q

2021

▪ Establishing a business plan

▪ Mobile application beta 10 development/release

master plan announcement

Recruitment limited to 
initial participation in KLIP

(Pre-sale)   

▪ Expansion of partners 
and content

▪ Listing on KlIP

▪ Release new platform-linked business

▪ NFT registration

▪ Advancement of KLIP Platform

▪ Expansion of KLIP market

Establishment of a global entertainment 
company

2022

2023
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If a prospective customer wants to purchase cryptocurrency, he or she shall check for himself or

herself for violations of relevant laws or legal regulations in his or her country of residence before

making a purchase decision, and check for himself or herself for available exchange, control and

discipline. The KLIP FOUNDATION shall not be responsible for any problems that arise, stating that

the purchasers are responsible for the outcome of the purchase. Customers who purchase (acquire)

and sell and distribute in illegal and unjustifiable ways may be warned and sanctioned and may be

restricted from future purchases and use of the platform.

The information contained in this whitepaper may be incomplete and does not contain any elements

of legal or contractually binding relationship. And it shall not be used for investment related

documents or purposes. Customers shall make judgments or decisions within the limits permitted by

applicable laws and regulations. For indirect, special, incidental, consequential, tort, contracts and

others (including profit, return, or loss) related to the results determined by the customer, the

management, executives, and employees of the FOUNDATION are not responsible and shall not bear

the responsibility. In addition, responsibility for loss due to loss of security devices (security key,

biometric authentication) due to customer carelessness, natural disasters, national policy changes,

force majeure, etc. shall not be transferred to the FOUNDATION or its employees, and the

FOUNDATION is responsible for such loss.

The FOUNDATION (KLIP) will endeavor to utilize and develop the platform, but shall not be

responsible for damage or loss (password, mnemonic code, terminal) due to customer's inexperience,

and notify that platforms can be newly supplemented, changed or modified to comply with

cryptocurrency regulations and related laws.

Global cryptocurrency regulations, rules, and investigations in the country may affect or prohibit

future operations, and customers purchasing tokens may change or modify their corporate strategy

or platform to comply with new and relevant regulations. In addition, the management, executives,

and employees of the FOUNDATION shall not be legally liable for any loss incurred by the relevant

legal action.

Individual tokens (P2P) or buyers through exchanges shall fully understand the functions related to

cryptocurrency and consider the risks and weaknesses of the purchase. Therefore, if you do not have

experience or expertise in cryptocurrency purchase, you have to carefully judge and decide regarding

the purchase. We recommend that you refrain from purchasing if you do not fully understand the

risk factors associated with the purchase or whitepaper. If necessary, you shall seek assistance

(consultation) from the relevant experts or purchase knowing that there is a risk, and the loss caused

by the purchase is entirely the responsibility of the purchaser, and the management, executives, and

employees of the FOUNDATION are not liable and shall not be transferred of the responsibility.

Risk Factors

Losses from token purchases can occur. It is recommended to fully understand the contents of the

whitepaper in purchasing or utilizing it, and to purchase it after consulting with a lawyer, an

LEGAL NOTICE
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Security and Safety

The KLIP WALLET can be accessed through the user's password, mnemonic code, biometric

information, etc., and shall be used in a safe place. Important information such as password and

mnemonic code shall not be exposed. When a user's key (password, mnemonic code) is exposed to

another person or lost, cryptocurrency may be lost and shall not be restored. When you want to use

KLIP WALLET, you shall go through the registration process for your own password and mnemonic

code biometric authentication, and no one can change it after authentication. The management,

executives, and employees of the FOUNDATION are not responsible for any problems for not adding

these security authentication functions. In addition, special care shall be taken as cryptocurrencies

that have been stolen or transmitted incorrectly shall not be recovered. This is because in the

blockchain, the majority of processing authority shall not be reversed without control or consent. In

other words, once a transaction is recorded on the blockchain, it is generally irreversible.

Stay up-to-date with your program

Customers using the KLIP PLATFORM or Wallet shall update when they are requested to update

program. The reason is that we are continuously researching and developing to improve platform

functionality such as service-specific and convenient technologies for token use, so it may not be

available due to a program error if not updated. The foundation will continue to improve various

platform service technologies and functions through continuous development and update of new

functions. We state that this convenient and diverse technology development and application may

significantly change the technology and services of implementing the platform in the future, but

some functions may not meet the customer's needs.

Policy Change

The KLIP FOUNDATION will do its best to provide mining and exchange services around the world

using tokens as a major cryptocurrency tool within the platform service, but it may proceed

differently from the related goals or strategies depending on liquidity stability, etc. In addition, we

will do our best to ensure that the operating target platform technology and services described in

the whitepaper proceed as planned, but we notified that it may be postponed or changed

depending on circumstances. Tokens can fluctuate greatly in value depending on market demand.

This may be due to various technical factors such as supply and mining quantity, value fluctuations

according to demand, cryptocurrency market conditions, changes in legal regulations and policies

due to political and geographic reasons, and environmental disruption. Tokens will be traded and

distributed through the KLIP WALLET, and can be traded through the exchange in the future.

However, it may not be safely transferred or may be discontinued due to unexpected malfunctions,

natural disasters, and control of the country.

LEGAL NOTICE
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